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Overview

■ Industrialized economies are developing services built on data (Stitchfix, 
Strava, Google translate

■ They are also developing manufacturing built on data-(smart manufacturing)

■ Need domestic and international rules to govern data.

■ But most countries don’t see their data as an asset.  Moreover, in many 
countries policymakers hoard public and personal data. 

■ Don’t realize their future will be based on exchange of data. 

■ Hypothesis: global governance architecture for data is unfair because 
developing countries don’t yet see data as an asset, don’t know how to govern 
data at the national level (the enabling environment) haven’t yet built data 
sectors.



New Uses For 
Data Require 

Nations to 
rethink 

governance of 
data. But 
what is it?
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as 
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Data 
as 

labor

Data as 
property 

Data as a 
new type of 

raw 
material



Data, AI and developing 
countries 
■ Developing countries will be customers of AI and other data driven sectors, 

rather than producers of AI.  According to Kai-Fu Lee, the bulk of profit from 
the data-driven economy and particularly artificial intelligence will go to the 
United States and China. “A.I. is an industry in which strength begets strength: 
The more data you have, the better your product; the better your product, the 
more data you can collect; the more data you can collect, the more talent you 
can attract; the more talent you can attract, the better your product. It’s a 
virtuous circle, and the United States and China have already amassed the 
talent, market share and data to set it in motion.” 

■ Data catch 22: countries will have growing populations with little future of jobs 
without more  education. Without those workers earning adequate income, 
states won’t be able to raise sufficient revenue to help their workers gain 
sufficient education (Lee: 2017) 



State of Rules governing 
personal data (UNCTAD)
■ Many developing countries have not adopted 

effective rules protecting personal data online or 
established rules for the use of public data.  In 
2017,57% of all countries (some 107 countries of 
which 66 were developing or transition economies) 
have put in place legislation to secure the protection 
of data and privacy. Some 21% of countries have no 
law, some 10% are in the process of drafting 
legislation and UNCTAD had no data for 12% of the 
countries reviewed (UNCTAD 2018). 



State of rules governing 
public data
■ Moreover, some countries hoard and refuse to share publicly 

held data with their citizenry (World Bank, 2016, p. 247; and 
Dennis: 2016.) In general, data gains value as it is shared, 
but it has little value if governments hoard it.  

■ In contrast, open data appears to have important spillover 
effects including increasing civil discourse, improved public 
welfare, and a more efficient use of public resources. But 
many states lack right to information laws or do not allow 
their citizens to view or comment on the data they hold (Open 
Data Barometer: 2018; and Centre for Law and Democracy: 
2018, Indicators



BUT MEANWHILE 
INDUSTRIALIZED 
COUNTRIES HAVE 
LOTS OF DATA AND 

ARE MAKING 
PLANS 





MANY COUNTRIES DON’T HAVE 
EFFECTIVE STATISTICAL AGENCIES, 
LET ALONE PLANS FOR DATA 

¡ Of the 75 developing countries, 
32 are implementing a strategy 
for statistics, 19 are designing a 
strategy; and 14% (or 11) have 
no strategy at all!  
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Global Data Architecture, Implicitly 
Governed by WTO  
■ GATS=computer and communication 

services.

■ No explicit language.

■ E-commerce, waiver on taxation of online 
transactions

■ Some members are trying to negotiate 
through 2 routes  

■ Most developing countries say they are not 
ready to negotiate new data driven 
services; more accepting of e-commerce.  

E-
commerce Trade in 

services



Why are 
industrialized 
countries 
forging 
ahead?

■ The government of Australia noted. “The scope 
of e-commerce provisions has changed as 
digital trade has developed rapidly over time, 
Australia seeks commitments that also 
address a broader range of cross-border 
issues, such as commitments to allow the flow 
of data across borders and prohibitions on 
requirements to store data locally. As FTAs are 
designed to be in place for long periods of 
time, Australia seeks rules that are, wherever 
possible, technology-neutral. This ensures that 
the provisions are future-proofed and 
substantive obligations of an FTA remain 
relevant even while technology evolves.” 

■ But many developing countries are not ready to 
do this. 



Bilateral 
regional 

trade 
agreements 

■ TPP  11 Countries on the Pacific

■ NAFTA 2.0/ USMCA  make free flow of 
information a default, ban requirements that 
firms disclose proprietary source code, 
algorithms, ban data localization.

■ BUT

■ Nations can use exceptions to breach rules:

Exceptions =national security, privacy, public 
morals, social stability  etc..



WHAT SHOULD  DEVELOPING COUNTRIES DO? 

¡ First	must	figure	out	how	best	to	use	and	to	protect	various	types	of	data	that	could	be	used	in	AI,	whether	
proprietary,	personal,	public	or	metadata.	

¡ Most	countries,	especially	developing	countries,	do	not	have	significant	expertise	in	AI.	These	states	may	be	
suppliers	of	personal	data,	but	they	do	not	control	or	process	data.	But	policy	makers	and	citizens,	like	those	in	
industrialized	countries,	can	take	several	steps	to	control	data	and	extract	rents	from	their	personal	data	(Porter	
2018).	

¡ These	states	may	decide	to	shape	their	own	markets	by	developing	rules	that	require	companies	to	pay	them	for	
data	(Lanier	2013).	Populous	developing	countries	have	the	most	leverage	to	adopt	regulations	that	require	firms	
to	pay	rents	for	their	citizens’	data.	In	so	doing,	they	may	be	able	to	influence	comparative	advantage	in	the	data-
driven	economy.	

¡ Also	figure	out	how	to	benefit	from	AI:	As	example,	Brazil	is	concentrating	on	AI	and	agribusiness.


